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Copy of Original German text in Local File.
1677 Baptisms by Pastor A. Muller

Anna Maria Laesetter
Adolf Kennetsz

Aug. 26 Joh. Jacob Bottem

Nov. 4 Georg, Joseph Schmidt & Kunig Wasser

11 Georg Dohnt, b. July 25, 1677, parents: Carl and Salome Dohnt, next Wasser
Godparents: Georg & Kath. Ling

Dec. 26 Emilie Sachs

1678

Mar. 17 Barbara Piermann, b. Feb. 6, 1678
Parents: Reinhard and Charlotte Piermann, nee Dorn
Godparents: John Selbert, Carol, Schneider, R. Kersdorger(t)

24 Helene Werschmann, b. Nov. 16, 1677
Parents: Johann and Katharina Werschmann, nee Braun
Godparents: Carl Braun, Helene Kroppf

Key 21 Anna Wasser, b. Mar. 19, 1678
Parents: Carl and Elisabeth Wasser, nee Scherer
Godparents: Frank and Anna Ziegler

30 Anna Riedinger, b. Apr. 29, 1678
Parents: Jacob and Marg. Riedinger, nee Lottes
Godparents: John Lottes and A. Riedinger

June 9 Laura Discher, born May 14, 1678
Parents: Heinrich Discher and Elisabeth, nee Hurnberger
Godparents: Christian and Laura Zacherias

July 7 Anna Christina Wiesmann, b. Mar. 4, 1678
Parents: Gerhard and Katharina Weismann, nee Andra
Godparents: Georg and Mary Ott

Baptisms by Pastor Carl Borsch

Dec. 25 Heinrich Braun, b. Aug. 20, 1678
Parents: Adam and Maria Braun, nee Schneider
Godparents: Moh. Schneider, Maria Braun

Jan. 3 Johann Philipp Schweizer, b. Nov. 29, 1678
Parents: Christian and Car. Schweizer, nee Ehrhard
Godparents: J. Herbst

* Godparents = sponsors or witnesses to the baptism
BAPTISMS - ST. JOHN'S EVANG. PROT. CHURCH, CAMPBELL CO., KY.

1879 cont.

Jan. 26  
Heinrich Wilhelm, of Newport, b. Dec. 22, 1878  
Parents: Jacob & Elina Wilhelm, née Stichling  
Godparents: Heinr. Stichling & Kath. Herbst

Jan. 28  
Christine Kepp, b. Nov. 10, 1878  
Godparents: Frhr. Schmidt & Chr. Schmidt

Feb. 13  
Friedrich A. Schweizer, b. Nov. 28, 1878  
Parents: Johannes & Maria Schweizer, née Nundt  
Godparents: Frhr. Nundt, A. Pleit

Mar. 24  
Georg Heinrich Kennecwef, b. Feb. 26, 1879  
Parents: Christian & Maria Kennecwef, née Vanak  
Godparents: Georg. Roh. & Barbara Deislein

May 18  
Cath. Margaretha Hurburger, b. March 30, 1879  
Parents: John & Johanna Maria Hurburger, née Leicht  

May 24  
Clara Margaretha Ehrhard, b. Mar. 24, 1879  
Parents: Elisabeth Ehrhard, née Feldman  
Godparents: Marg. Ehrhard & John Herbst

pages 202-3

May 25  
Georg Leissner, b. Apr. 4, 1879  
Parents: Georg Leissner & Dorothea, née Stichling  
Godparents: Georg & Barbara Deislein

July 13  
Sarah Dahmert, b. Apr. 11, 1879  
Parents: Carl Dahmert & Salome, née Wasser  
Godparents: Rohr. Meckshiefer (Meckshiefer?) & Eva. Mechelse

July 27  
Georg Jehannes (Lette, ), b. March 19, 1879  
Parents: Georg Lettes (I) & Katharina, née Betten  
Godparents: Keine Betten

July 27  
Georg Schulteis, b. May 26, 1879  
Parents: Jeh. Schulteis & Barbara, née Kack  
Godparents: Georg & Kath. Herbst

Aug. 17  
Emma Auguste Schweizer, b. July 3, 1879  
Parents: Gotlieb & Anna Schweizer, née Sachs  
Godparents: Heinr. Sachs & Emma Aug. Trethcher

Oct. 5  
Carl Weber, b. Feb. 26, 1879  
Parents: Carl Weber & Marg. Weber, née Betten  
Godparents: Philipp & Marg. Betten

Dec. 21  
Wilhelm Fierman, b. Dec. 8, 1879  
Parents: Jacob & Barbara Fierman, née Kurzweiler  
Godparents: Jacob Fierman Soh. & Maria Kurzweiler

-2- cont.
1880

Jan. 1 Barbara Riedinger, b. Nov. 8, 1879
Parents: Jacob & Marg. Riedinger, mce. Lottes
Geıparents: Conrad & Barbara Lettes

Parents: Jacob & Luise Betten, mce. Fleig
Geıparents: Charlie Fleig & Rosine Betten

Jan. 25 Johannes Jacob Riedinger, b. Dec. 11, 1879
Parents: Johann & Caroline Riedinger, mce. Kohler
Geıparents: Jacob-Kohler & Luisa Kohler

Feb. 8 Kumiguane Distler, b. Dec. 27, 1879
Parents: Georg & Marg. Distler, mce. Vagel
Geıparents: Kumig. Leistner & J. Schmidt

Baptized by Pastor Linstadt

May 9 Catharina Eva Schmidt, b. Feb. 6, 1880
Parents: Johann & Margaretha, mce. Wasser
Geıparents: Eva & Heinrich Wasser

May 9 Natty Viehmann, b. Oct. 9, 1879
Parents: John & Anna, mce. Wasser
Geıparents: Catharina Wasser, & Friedrich Martin

May 16 Georg Haun, b. ?, 1880
Parents: Adam & Margaretha, mce. Schaeider
Geıparents: Martin Haun & Anna Maria Schneider

June 6 Joha Christina Herbst, b. Apr. 29, 1880
Parents: Johann & Margaretha, mce. Kharett
Geıparents: Christian & Caroline Schweizer

May 12 Anna Emma Schmitt, b. May 1, 1880
Parents: Fred. & Christina, mce. Repp
Geıparents: Anna Andreas & Anna Fenzert

June 13 Anna Elisabetha Fleig, b. Apr. 30, 1880
Parents: Carl & Anna Marg. mce. Stichking
Geıparents: Christoph & Elisabetha Stichking

June 13 Gottlieb Georg Sachs, b. May 22, 1880
Parents: Georg & Barbara, mce. Kugler
Geıparents: Gottlieb & Anna Schweizer

June 20 Dorothea } twins
Christina ) b. June 2, 1880
Parents: Heinrich & Carolina, mce. Herbst
Geıparents: Dorothea - Georg & Dorothea Leistner
Christina - Christina & Friedrich Leistner
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con't.
June 27  Wilhelm Friedrich Coepee, b. Nov. 30, 1874 (d.welling in Paris, Ky.) Parents: Fried. Coepee & Cathar. see Schmitt Ge;parents: Wilhelm Coepee

Aug. 12  Elisabetha Margarettha Schweierz, b. July 13, 1880 Parents: Martin & Isabelle Schweierz, see Wilch Ge;parents: Oprit. Schweierz, Elisabetha Enhett & wife, Margarettha Schweierz, grandmother


Nov. 14  Kunigunde Pernam, b. Oct. 14, 1880 Parents: Heinharst & Charlotte Pernam, see Darne Ge;parents: Kunigunde & Peter Schmitt

Nov. 14  Clara Barbara Kenneweg, b. July 30, 1880 Parents: Christian & Maria Kenneweg, see Henk Ge;parents: Georg & Barbara Beialeim & Chr. Zacharias

Feb. 10  Amalie Disher, b. Jan. 29, 1881 Parents: Christian & Elisabetha, see Nurnberger Ge;parents: Amalie & Hamilton

Mar. 13  Emilie Wasser, b. Nov. 3, 1880 Parents: Carl & Elisabeth Wasser, see Scherer Ge;parents: Adam & Margarettha Brown

Mar. 13  Caroline Margarettha Bezem, b. Jan. 10, 1881 Parents: Jacob & Louise Bezem, see Flieg Ge;parents: Christiana & Margarettha Schweierz

Mar. 13  Carl Eduard Sachs (Newport) b. Dec. 31, 1880 Parents: Heinrich & Augusta Sachs, see Truschcher Ge;parents: Gottlieb & Anna Schweierz, see Sachs

Mar. 21  Jeha Heinrich Trapp, b. Oct. 6, 1877 Parents: Leonhardt & Josephine Trapp, see McDermott Ge;parents: Henry & Anna Ahlering, see Limstead
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Mar. 21  Marianna Josephine Trapp, b. Sept. 26, 1860
Parents: Leonhardt and Josephine Trapp, née Mc Dermott
Geóparents: Lewis and Maria Schmitt, née H.H.

Mar. 27  Maria Mathilde Marschmann, b. Dec. 16, 1860
Parents: Johann and Catharina Marschmann, née Braun
Geóparents: Martin and Maria Braun

May 15  John Daniel Wasser (Newport), b. Mar. 16, 1861
Parents: none given
Geóparents: Helene Schmitt

July 3  John Leistner, b. May 17, 1861
Parents: John Georg and Dorothea Leistner, née Stichling
Geóparents: Johann Schmitt (Newport)
Baptized by Pastor C. Bersch

Oct. 23  Barbara Pauline Schweitzer, b. July 4, 1861
Parents: Christian and Caroline Schweitzer, née Ehrbara
Geóparents: Barbara Deimler, Serv.

Nov. 6  Anna Charlotte Fiermann, b. Sept. 23, 1861
Parents: Jacob and Barbara Fiermann, née Kerssfer
Geóparents: Christ Step and Anna Kerssfer

Nov. 20  Anna Hauser, b. Oct. 1, 1861
Parents: Jacob Hauser and Lizzie, née Koeheier
Geóparents: Anna and Wilhelm Koeheier

Oct. 23  Peter Schmidt, b. July 7, 1861
Parents: Georg and Luise Schmidt, née Wasser
Geóparents: Peter Schmidt, Serv. and Lisa Schmidt
Lima Schmidt, b. June 24, 1861
Parents: Peter and Marg. Schmidt, née Wasser
Geóparents: Daniel Wasser and Lima Schmidt

May 28  Elisabeth Schweizer, b. Apr. 11, 1862
Parents: Gettieb and Anna Schweizer, née Bach
Geóparents: Carl and Elisabeth Wasser

June 18  Isabella Caroline Schweizer, b. Mar. 30, 1862
Parents: Johannes and Nina Schweizer, née Muná
Geóparents: Martin and Isabella Schweizer

pages 206-207

June 18  Anna Margaretha Plaig, b. 7 1862
Parents: Carl and Anna Plaig, née Stichling
Geóparents: Anna and Gettieb Schweizer

-5- can't.
Jgne 25  
Barbara Caroline Schmidt, b. Apr. 29, 1862  
Parents: Peter and Katharina Schmidt, see Koch  
Godparents: John Schlehlein and Caroline, see Koch

Aug. 13  
Caroline Isabella Schweizer, b. July 16, 1862  
Parents: Martin and Isabella Schweizer, see Wilch  
Godparents: died about 25 August (?)

Aug. 27  
John Braun, b. Jan. 5, 1882  
Parents: Adam and Marg. Braun, see Schneider  
Godparents: John and Kath. Marschmann

Oct. 15  
Philipp Leonhardt Herbst, b. July 16, 1882  
Parents: Georg and Kath. Herbst, see Schultheis  
Godparents: Philipp and Leonhardt Herbst

Oct. 29  
Heinrich Schmidt, b. Aug. 31, 1882  
Parents: Georg and Luise Schmidt, see Wasser  
Godparents: Hoh. and Maria Wasser

Anna Maria Schmidt, b. Sept. 15, 1882  
Parents: Peter and Marg. Schmidt, see Wasser  
Godparents: Conrad and Anna Viehmann

Nov. 5  
Katharina Maria Lettes, b. Aug. 18, 1882  
Parents: John and Maria Lettes, see Ziegler  
Godparents: Kathis Ziegler, James Lintaat

Dec. 24  
Katharina Elisabeth Herbst, b. Oct. 28, 1882  
Parents: John and Mary Herbst, see Ehrhardt  
Godparents: Kathis Kohler and Andreas Ehrhardt

Pages 206-207 cont.

Jan. 7  
Katharina Sack, b. Dec. 1, 1882  
Parents: Georg and Barbara Sack, see Kugler  
Godparents: John and Katharina Obel

Mar. 4  
Caroline Luise Kahrs, b. Jan. 25, 1883  
Parents: Friezr. and Elize Kahrs, see Ehrhard  
Godparents: Christ and Caroline Schweitzer

Apr. 1  
Adelheid Schlehlein, b. Jan. 14, 1883  
Parents: John Schlehlein and Carolina, see Koch  
Godparents: Eduard Schlehlein, Adelheid Spangler

By Pastor Fr.Appele

Sept. 9  
Christine Schmidt, b. July 30, 1883  
Parents: John Schmiit and Kauluna, see Leistner  
Godparents: Friezr. and Christine Leistner

Sept. 30  
Emilie Marschmann, b. May 9, 1883  
Parents: John Marschmann and Kath. Braun  
Godparents: Adam Braun and wife

-6-  
cont.
Oct. 21 Christine Kenneway, b. June 26, 1833
Parents: Christian Kenneway and Mary Hunt
Godparents: Friedr. and Christine Leistner

Oct. 22 Barbara Kempf, b. Sept. 20, 1863
Parents: Mich. Kempf and Mary, nee Reis
Godparents: Georg Sachs and Kath. Kempf

1894

Feb. 3 George Schweitzer, b. Dec. 4, 1863
Parents: Martin Schweitzer & Isabelle, nee Wilch
Godparents: Georg Theobald & Est. Theobald

Feb. 22 George Wilhelm Edem, b. Oct. 24, 1863
Parents: Jacob Edem and Louise, nee Fleck
Godparents: Johannes Schweitzer, and wife

Feb. 28 George Obl, b. Jan. 9, 1864
Parents: John Obl and Katharina, nee Augél
Godparents: Georg Sachs, Barbara Sachs

Mar. 16 Katharina Schweitzer, b. Dec. 15, 1863
Parents: Christ Schweitzer and Caroline, nee Bohr
Godparents: Andreas Bohr, Kath. Kohler

Mar. 30 Jacob Hahn, son of Charles Hahn and his wife Magdalena, nee Born, b. Jan. 2, 1864
Godparents: Jacob Born, Anna Biermann

Feb. 24 Rosina Wasser, daughter of Karl Wasser and his wife, Elizabeth, nee Scherer, b. Dec. 27, 1863
Godparents: Gottlieb Schweizer Anna Schweizer

Apr. 27 Heinrich Wasser, son of Joseph Wasser and his wife, Anna, nee Schmitz, b. Oct. 6, 1863
Godparents: Henry Wasser, Maria Wasser

Apr. 27 Karoline Fleck, daughter of Karl Fleck and his wife, Anna Margaretha, nee Stichling, b. Mar. 12, 1864
Godparents: Karoline Stichling, Jackson Baier

June 22 Louise Wiesmann, daughter of Gehardt Wiesmann and his wife, Katharina, nee Andrzej, b. Mar. 1, 1864
Godparents: Louise Stichling, Jacob Millies

July 6 Barbara Katharina Vogel, daughter of Philipp Vogel and his wife, Maria, nee Schellenberger, b. July 6, 1863
Godparents: Barbara Katharina Buchler
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cont.
Nov. 2 Elisabeth Dialsler (Distler), daughter of Georg Dialsler and his wife, Margaretha, née Vogel, b. July 23, 1864

Nov. 9 Karoline Margaretha Herbst, b. Sept. 7, 1864
Daughter of Philipp Herbst and his wife Anna, née Kohler

Nov. 9 Maria Lily Braun, daughter of Adam Braun and his wife Margaretha
née Schneider, b. July 7, 1864
Godparents: Karl Braun, Maria Braun. Y.G.R. prt.

Nov. 10 Karoline Hauser, daughter of Jacob Hauser and his wife Louise,
née Kochler, b. Oct. 11, 1864
Godparents: Johann Reidingen, Karoline Reidingen

Jan. 26 Barbara Charlotte, daughter of Jacob Fimmers and his wife, Barbara
née Korzenderler, b. Dec. 29, 1864

Feb. 8 Heinrich Karl, son of Karl Fleig and his wife Rosine, née Badem,
b. Dec. 31, 1864
Godparents: Philipp Badem, A. Fleig, Heinrich Zacharias

Feb. 15 Johannes Schmidt, b. Dec. 16, 1864
Parents: Johannes Schmidt and Kunigunde, née Leistner
Godparents: Johann Schmidt and Elisabeth Schmidt. prt. Kostlin

Feb. 15 Margaretha Leistner, b. Nov. 30, 1864
Parents: Georg Leistner and Dorothea, née Stichling
Godparents: Johann Seibert and Margaretha Seibert. prt. Kostlin

Mar. 1 Karl Heinrich Schweitzer, b. Dec. 28, 1864
Parents: Gottlob Schweitzer and Anna, née Sachs
Godparents: Karl Wasser and Elisabeth Wasser. prt. Kostlin

Apr. 5 Christian Erhardt, b. Feb. 14, 1865
Parents: Andreas Erhardt and Cath. née Koehler
Godparents: Christian Schweitzer and Caroline Schweitzer


Aug. 2 Georg Heinrich Dirsch, b. May 13, 1865
Parents: Heinr. Dirsch and wife, née Hurnberger
Godparents: Georg Scheiner and Katharina Scheiner
G. Horst, prt.

---

1864 cont.
Aug. 2 August Sachs, b. July 2, 1885
Parents: Georg Sachs and Barbara, nee Kugel
Godparents: August Fliege. G. Horst, par.

Aug. 16 Ida Herbst, b. Mar. 18, 1885
Parents: John Herbst and Maggie, nee Elbercht

Sept. 27 Karl August Fliege, b. Aug. 20, 1885
Parents: August Fliege and Maggie, nee Wasser
Godparents: Karl Wasser and Elisabeth Wasser. G. Herst, par.

Dec. 6 Heinrich Christian Kohacs, b. Oct. 23, 1885
Parents: Fried. Kohacs and Eliza, nee Elbercht
Godparents: Heinr. Reinke (?) and F. Allen

1886 Page 213

Jan. 3 Adam Andreas, b. Dec. 19, 1885, son of Jacob Andreas and his wife, Elisabeth, nee Seiler.
Godparents: Adam and Anna Andreas.

Godparents: Martin Schweitzer and Isabella, nee Wilich.

Parents: Peter Schmidt and Margarethe, nee Wasser
Godparents: Peter Schmidt, sr. and Maria Wasser.

Parents: Peter Schmidt and Margarethe, nee Wasser
Godparents: Johann Schmidt and Elisabeth, nee Dailema.

Parents: Gerhard Weissman and Catharina, nee Andreas.
Godparents: Friedr. Andreas and Maria Andreas.

Aug. Johann Eduard Kohler, b. July 7, 1886
Parents: Wilhelm Kohler and Anna, nee Riedlinger.
Godparents: Johann Schultz and Catharina Sch., nee Riedinger.

Sept. Karl Otto Herst, b. Aug. 25, 1886
Godparents: Karl Herst and Barbara Thumer, nee Geimler.

The continuation of the baptisms are on page 80 this book.

Page 80 1886

Oct. 17 Arthur Adam Schneider, b. July 28, 1886
Parents: Hoh. Schneider and Henriette, nee Knerr
Godparents: Adam Braun and Margaretha, nee Schneider.

Oct. 24 Julius Christoph Linstaet, b. Aug. 14, 1886
Parents: James Linstaet and Katharina, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Christoph Ziegler and F. Julia Ziegler.
Oct. 24  Georg Philipp Herbst, b. Sept. 15, 1886  
Parents: Philipp Herbst and Anna, nee Keeler  
Godparents: Georg Herbst and Catharina, nee Schultheis

Feb. 1  Heinrich Gettletb Schweitzer, b. Oct. 10, 1886  
Parents: Johann Schweitzer and Wilhelm, nee Mund  
Godparents: Heinrich Weismann and Elisabeth, nee Mund

Feb. 13  Peter Gettletb Schweitzer, b. Dec. 24, 1885  
Parents: Martin Schweitzer and Isabella, nee Wilch  
Godparents: Gettletb Schweitzer and Anna, nee Sachs and Peter Wilch

Feb. 19  Anna Margaretha Flaat, b. Nov. 27, 1886  
Parents: Karl Adam Flaat and Bruno, nee Bedem  
Godparents: Margaretha Bedem.

Mar. 20  Katharina Leistner, b. Jan. 20, 1887  
Parents: Georg Leistner and Dorthea, nee Stichling  
Godparents: Michael Stichling and Katharina, nee Huber.

Baptized by Pastor Carl A.O. Herash  
May 1  Katharina Warmensch, b. Feb. 1, 1887  
Parents: Johann Warmensch and Katharina, nee Braun  
Godparents: Mrs. widow Braun.

June 10  Elisabeth Andrea, b. June 1, 1887  
Parents: Jacob Andrea and Elisabeth, nee Seiler  
Godparents: none given

June 12  Johann Carl Wagner, b. May 14, 1887  
Parents: August B. Catharina Wagner, nee Hack  
Godparents: Johann W. Wagner and Caroline, nee Heinlein

July 10  Luise Ehrhardt, b. June 25, 1887  
Parents: Andreas Ehrhardt and Katharina, nee Keeler  
Godparents: Jacob & Luise Hausser  

Anna Maria Latte, b. April 8, baptised July 10  
Parents: John Latte and Anna, nee Ziegler  
Godparents: Adam and Maria Ziegler

Eduard Wilhelm Fleig, b. July 10, baptised Aug. 21  
Parents: August Fleig and Margaretha, nee Wasser  
Godparents: Gettletb Schweitzer and Anna, his wife

Elisabeth Herbst, b. Feb. 4, baptised Oct. 2  
Parents: Johann Herbst and Margaretha, nee Ehrhardt  
Godparents: Johann Leonard Herbst and Elisabeth Ehrhardt.
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-Can't.
Page 36

Florence Elisabeth Braun, b. June 5, baptized Oct. 9
Parents: Adam Braun and Margaretta, née Schneider
Godparents: Franz and Elisabeth Ziegler

Oct. 9 Julia Eleonora Ziegler, b. Aug. 23
Parents: Adam Ziegler and Maria, née Braun
Godparents: Julia Ziegler and John Braun

Oct. 19 Margaretta Catharina Bettem, b. Sept. 15
Parents: Jacob Bettem and Louise, née Plaig
Godparents: Margaretta Bettem

Nov. 27 Carl Christian Valentin Braun, b. Sept. 29
Parents: Martin Braun and Louise, née Kopp
Godparents: Carl Braun and Anna Kopp

Page 37

1886
Jan. 1 Albert Wilhelm Schweizer, b. Dec. 13
Parents: Gottlieb Schweizer and Anna, née Sachs
Godparents: August and Johann Plaig

Jan. 29 Mathilde Caroline Stichling, b. Dec. 2, 1886
Parents: Michael Stichling and Catharina, née Huber
Godparents: Georg Huber and Caroline Stichling

Easter Barbara Kaelin, b. Nov. 24 – 07
Parents: Jacob Kaelin and Maria, née Ingrum
Godparents: Johann Kaelin and Barbara Kaelin

Hilda Caroline Wagner, b. Jan. 28 – 88
Parents: Johann and Caroline, Wagner, née Heinlein
Godparents: Fritz Heinlein and Emma Heinlein

Page 38

June 3 Anna Kunigunde Schlehlein, b. Aug. 4, 1887
Certificate Parents: Johann Schlehlein and Caroline, née Koch
Godparents: Johann Koersäffer and Anna Koersäffer

Sept. 22 Wilhelmina Rosina Plaig, b. Sept. 27, ?
Parents: Carl Adam Plaig and Rosina, née Besem
Godparents: Wilhelmina (Joh) Schweizer

Parents: August Plaig, jur. and Margaretta, née Wasser
Godparents: Elisabeth and Eduard Wasser

Oct. 21 Margaretta Andereja, born Sept. 26
Parents: Jacob Andereja and Elisabeth, née Seiler
Godparents given

Dec. 23 Johann Ludwig Hauser, born Nov. 13
Certificate Parents: Jacob Hauser and Luise, née Kochler
Godparents: Johann & kia Schweizer
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cont.
Dec. 25 Luisa Emma Kochler, b. Nov. 25
Certificate Parents: Wilhelm Kochler and Anna, see Riedinger
Godparents: Jacob and Luisa Hauser

Feb. 3 Wilhelm Andreas Schweizer, b. Dec. 3 68
Parents: Martin Schweizer and Isabella, see Wilch
Godparents: Andreas and Margarettha Theobald

Feb. 3 Laura Catharina Herbst, b. Oct. 22 69
Parents: Johann Herbst and Margaretha, see Erhardt
Godparents: Catharina and Heinrich Herbst

Mar. 14 Johann Jacob Riedinger, born Jan. 17
Parents: Jacob and Marg. Riedinger, see Lettis
Godparents: Johann Marschmann and Math., see Braun

Mar. 31 Heinrich Eduard Schneider, born
Parents: Heinr. Schneider and Henrietta, see Knerr
Godparents: Eduard and Bertha Schneider

Apr. 17 Lina Schweizer, born Apr. 10, a.o.
Parents: Christian Schweizer and Carolina, see Erhardt
Mrs. Elisabeth Erhardt

Apr. 28 August Schmidt, born Jan. 26
Parents: Johann Schmidt and Husiquina, see Leistner
Godparents: August Leistner

Johann Carl Herbst, b. Mar. 14
Parents: Philipp Herbst and Anna, see Kochler
Godparents: Johann Schweitzer, and Wilhelmina, see Mau

Elisabeth Leisner, b. Feb. 13
Parents: Georg Leisner and Deretha, see Stichling
Godparents: Elisabeth Leisner and Frank Zacharias

July 25 Bertha Braun, b. Mar. 13
Certificate Parents: Adam Braun and Margaretha, see Schneider
Godparents: Bertha Schneider and Frank Braun

Aug. 11 Lili Fiermann b. July
Certificate Parents: Jacob Fiermann and Barbara, see Kerscherer
Godparents: Lili Fiermann and Ad. Fiermann

Sept. 22 Johann Harry Beck, b. June 26
Certificate Parents: Joseph Beck and Carolina, see Dachhalter
Godparents: Harry Yost and Lizzie Yost

Get tcp. Rachel Seebel, b. Sept. 10, 1893
Godparents: Mary Smith and Wm. Seebel
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cont.
Oct. 6 Carl Gottlieb Riedinger, b. Sept. 4, 1889
Certificate Parents: Johann Riedinger and Carolina, nee Kopp (Joh. Kless)
Godparents: Gottlieb Schweizer and Anna, nee Sacha

1890
Feb. 11 Ida Carolina Kocher, b. Jan. 15, 1890
Certificate Parents: Wilhelm Kocher and Anna, nee Riedinger
Godparents: John Riedinger and Carolina, nee (Joh. Kless) Kopp

Mar. 9 Heinrich Erhardt, b. Nov. 20, 1890
Certificate Parents: Andreas Erhardt and Katharina, nee Kocher
Godparents: Heinrich Kocher (J.) and Carolina Riedinger

Apr. 6 Johann Ernst Marschmann, b. Jan. 23
Certificate Parents: Johann and Catharina Marschmann, nee Braun
Godparents: Johann and Mathilde Krepff

May 11 Anna Schweitzer, b. Mar. 7, 1890
Certificate Parents: Christian and Carolina Schweizer, nee Erhardt
Godparents: Gottlieb Schweizer and Anna, nee Sacha

Certificate Parents: Martin Wasser and Elisabeth, nee Miller
Godparents: Gottlieb Schweizer and Anna, nee Sacha

Nov. 15 Louise Mathilda Beadem, b. Oct. 13
Certificate Parents: Jacob Beadem and Luise, nee Plaig
Godparents: Jacob and Luise Hauser

Dec. 14 August Franklin Wasser, b. Oct. 29
Certificate Parents: Carl Wasser and Carl, nee Meyer
Godparents: August Plaig and Margaretha

1891 page 88
Mar. 22 Franz Braun, b. Jan. 6, a.e.
Certificate Parents: Martin Braun and Luise, nee Kopp
Godparents: Franz Braun and Anna Ziegler

Mar. 22 Luise Schweitzer, b. Dec. 7, 1890
Certificate Parents: Martin Schweitzer and Isabella, nee Wilch
Godparents: Georg Kless and Luise, nee Erhardt

Apr. 12 Francisca Kaslin, b. Dec. 26, 1890
Certificate Parents: Jacob Kaslin and Maria, nee Lagrum
Godparents: Heinrich Stichling

Apr. 12 Johann DISCHER, b. Feb. 3, 1891
Certificate Parents: Heinrich DISCHER and Elisabeth, nee Nurnberger
Godparents: Johann Nurnberger and Johann Maria, nee Leicht

Apr. 19 Heinrich Herbst, b. Dec. 30, 1890
Certificate Parents: Johann and Margaretha Herbst, nee Erhardt
Godparents: Heinrich Henke and Louise Schweizer
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end.
May 3
Emma Christine Flieg, b. Feb. 16 a.e.
Parents: August and Margarette Flieg, see Wasser.
Godparents: Daniel and Christine Wasser, see Schmidt.

May 17
Johann Ralph Schneider, b. Mar. 6 a.e.
Parents: Heinrich and Henriette Schneider, see Kaerr.
Godparents: John and Eliza Schneider, see Warner.

July 26
Rosa Barbara Weber, b. Apr. 9, 1892 (P. Hess Flieg)
Anna Maria Catharina Weber, b. Feb. 23 1892 (Anna M. Keetel)
Bertha Louise Weber, b. May 5, 1886 (Jacob Fries)
Luise Pauline Weber, b. Sept. 23, 1889 (Jacob & Luise Neum, see parents: Johann & Catharina Weber, see Weber Flieg).

Aug. 2
Adam Eliza Linneweber, b. May 16, 1891
Parents: James & Catharina Linneweber, see Ziegler.
Godparents: Adam and Anna Ziegler, see Braun.

Aug. 30
Christian Jacob Hauser, b. Aug. 25, 1890.
Parents: Jacob and Luise Hauser, see Kekler.
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schmitter.

Sept. 20
Alwine Elise Leistner, b. Aug. 4 a.e.
Parents: Georg and Dorothea Leistner, see Stichtig.
Godparents: Albert Kreitzer and Elisabeth Wilhelm.

Oct. 11
Heinrich Michael Stichtig, b. Oct. 1 a.e.
Parents: Heinrich and Barbara Stichtig, see Kela.
Godparents: Michael and Elisabeth Stichtig, see Weber.

1892
Feb. 7
Catharina Gertrude Kehlher, b. Jan. 10 a.e.
Parents: Wilhelm Kehlher and Anna, see Riedinger.
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schmitter, see Ehrhardt.

May 1
Andreas Schlicher, b. 2 7, 1891
Parents: Johann and Caroline Schlicher, see Koch.
Godparents: Andreas and Francesca Schlicher, (Lytten, Ky.)

May 8
Emilie Katharina Laura Zacharias, b. Feb. 7, 1892
Parents: Christian Zacharias and Hinna, see Heissmann.
Godparents: Georg Schlicher and Katherine Schweitzer.

Aug. 7
Isa Maria Vogel, b. Nov. 21, 1896
Parents: Philipp Vogel and Anna, see Zwick (Jwick?).
Godparents: the parents and Anna Stricker.

Aug. 14
Georg Heinrich Keilin, b. July 26, 1892
Parents: Josef Keilin and Anna, see Hoffmann.
Godparents: Heinrich and Äppelina Heffmann.
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1882 can't.

Nov. 27 Barbara Kaelin, b. Nov. 7, 1892
Parents: Johann Kaelin - Franziska, see Wolsen
Godparents: Heinrich Stichling and Barbara Stichling

1893

Apr. 16 Anna, b. Dec. 22, 1882
Parents: Martin Schuster and wife Isabella, see Wilch
Godparents: Peter Albert Wilch and Anna Wilch

May 21 Eduard Ulrich Hauser, b. Apr. 2, 1893
Parents: Jacob Hauser and Louisa, see Kehler
Godparents: Ulrich Ziegler and wife

May 28 Christine Schweitzer, b. Dec. 22, 1892
Parents: Christian Schweitzer and wife Caroline
Godparents: Wilhelm Kehler, and wife Anna

July 1 I. Georg Wilhelm ) twins
II. Joseph Heinrich ) b. Feb. 22, 1893
Parents: Heinrich Schneider and wife Henriette, see Knarr
Godparents: I. Bertha Schneider, Wilhelm Schneider
II. Mrs. Emma and Mr. Heinrich Abel

July 12 I. Johann Emmert ) twins
II. Eduard ) b. Apr. 29, 1893
Parents: Johann Krahmann and wife Catharina, see Braun
Godparents: E. Catharina Krepp and Emma Freese
II. Eduard Ziegler and Catharina Ziegler

July 16 Daniel Christian
Parents: Georg Schultes and wife Catharina, see Schweitzer
Godparents: Christian Zacharias and Minna Zacharias

Sept. 3 Walter Christian, son of Mr. Martin Braun and his wife Louise, see Krupp, b. July 4, 1893
Godparents: Christian Lang, Lima Lang

Sept. 17 Charlotte, daughter of Mr. Daniel Pfermann and his wife
Barbara, see Koch, b. June 30, 1903?
Godparents: Mrs. Charlotte Pfermann, ? grandmother

Nov. 2 Ira(t) Benjimin, son of John B. Gray and his wife, Marg. M., see Kanneweg, b. Aug. 3, 1903
Godparents: the mother and the grandmother, Mrs. Maria Kanneweg

Nov. 9 Nora Leora, daughter of John Friedrich Heinlein and his wife
Martha B., see Scheffer, b. Dec. 25, '92, and
Lili May, daughter of John Friedrich Heinlein and his wife
Martha B., see Scheffer, b. Aug. 1, '93
Godparents: the parents
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1893 page 92 cont.

Nov. 19  I. Gertrude, b. Oct. 22, 1886
II. Luella, b. Dec. 6, 1886
III. Archie, b. Dec. 23, 1890
IV. Adam, b. Aug. 7, 1893

children of Louis Zacharias and his wife Nancie, nee Neast
Godparents: Adam Andra and his wife Anna, nee Zacharias

1894

Feb. 26 Georg, son of Jacob Deinlein and his wife Caroline, nee Schmidt
b. Feb. 3, 1894
Godparents: Georg and Barbara Braun

May 4 Christian, son of Georg Leistner and his wife Dorothea, nee
Stichling, b. Dec. 7, 1893
Godparents: Christian Zacharias and wife Minna, nee Weissmann

page 31
the 7th June, 1894 Hammerschmidt
up to June 7, 1894 are 200 baptisms performed.

June 24 Friedrich Wilhelm Kenneg, b. Apr. 20, 1894
Parents: Christian Johann Kenneg and Caroline, nee Deinlein
Godparents: Friedrich Wilhelm Kenneg and wife Elizabeth
nee Nuebrberger (uncle and aunt of child)

July 1 Carl Adam Wasser, b. Apr. 26, 1894
Parents: Carl Wasser and Caroline, nee Meyer
Godparents: Adam and Salomine Wasser (uncle and aunt of child)

Sept. 30 Anna Maria Kaelin, b. Sept. 13, 1894
Parents: Joseph Kaelin and Anna Maria, nee Hoffmann
Godparents: Leonhard Hoffman and wife Maria Anna, nee Schneiter (uncle and aunt of child)

Sept. 30 Josephine Barbara Kaelin, b. Sept. 3, 1894
Parents: Jacob Kaelin and Helvina, nee Libacomb
Godparents: Joseph Kaelin and Barbara Kaelin, nee Ohler
(u n c l e a n d g r a n d m o t h e r o f t h e c h i l d )

Oct. 14 Clara Wilhelmine Schultes, b. July 8, 1894
Parents: Georg Schultes and Catharina, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Nola Schweitzer, nee Mund, and Johann Schweitzer
(grandparents of the child)

1895

Apr. 21 Caroline Francesca Hug, b. April 5, 1895
Parents: Johann Hug and Elisabeth Hug, nee Bleimer
Godparents: Benjamin and Francesca Bleimer (aunt and uncle of the child)

16

cont'd.
May 5  Wilbert Braun, b. March 2, 1895
Parents: Franz Braun and Margaretha Braun, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Johann Braun and wife Anna Braun, nee Schweitzer
(uncle and aunt of child)

May 12  Anna Maria Zacharias, b. Dec. 31, 1894
Parents: Christoph Adolph Zacharias and Wilhelmine Zacharias,
nee Weismann
Godparents: Adam Andreas and wife Anna Andreas, nee Zacharias
(uncle and aunt of child)

Sept. 1  Jacob Emhardt, Born ?, ?, 18 (? page is torn)
Parents: Andreas Schneibel and Maria, nee Hartig
Godparents: Jacob and Margaretha Schweitzer (uncle and aunt)

Oct. 13  Christine Catharina Hauser, b. Aug. 29, 1895
Parents: Jacob Hauser, Louise Hauser, nee Keohler
Godparents: Georg Schultebs and wife Catharina, nee Schweitzer

Nov. 10  Johann Joseph Deinlein, b. Sept. 24, 1895
Parents: Jacob Deinlein and Caroline, nee Schmidt
Godparents: Johann Schmidt and wife Elisabeth, nee Deinlein
(uncle and aunt of child)

Nov. 10  Fiera Maria Kenneweg, b. Sept. 7, 1895
Parents: Christian Johann and wife Caroline Kenneweg, nee
deinlein
Godparents: Maria Schmidt and Jacob Deinlein (uncle and ??
of child)

Nov. 17  (Hilbert) Herbert Braun, b. Sept. 28, 1895
Parents: Martin Braun and wife Louise Braun, nee Kopp
Godparents: Margaretha Kopp, nee Schweitzer and Catharina
Braun, nee Wass (grandmother of the child)

Dec. 8  Clarence Heinrich Zacharias, b. Sept. 22, 1895
Parents: Ludwig Zacharias and wife Nancy Zacharias, nee Rust
Godparents: Heinrich Stichling and wife Barbara Stichling
nee Keohler

1896

Mar. 4  Hilda Schweitzer, b. Nov. 9, 1895
Parents: Christian Schweitzer and Caroline, nee Emhardt
Godparents: Adolph Pierson and Catharina Pierson

Mar. 29  Louise Carolina Hilda Stichling, b. Mar. 10, 1896
Parents: Heinrich Stichling and Barbara, nee Kaclin
Godparents: Jacob Kilius and wife Louise Kilius, nee Deperet. Deseret

Apr. 12  Anna Josephine Kielin, b. Jan. 20, 1896
Parents: Johann Heinrich Kielin and Franziska, nee Welfzorn.
Godparents: Joseph Kielin and wife Anna Kielin, nee Hoffmann
(uncle and aunt of the child)

-17-  cont.
Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm Kennegweg and Elisabeth Kennegweg, nee Nueberger.
Godparents: Georg Lepe, Louise Kennegweg (aunt of child), and Christian Friedrich August Kennegweg and Marie Louise Kannegweg, nee Mund (grandparents of child)

June 28 Georg Ludwig Andreas, b. May 24, 1896
Parents: Jacob Andreas and Elisabeth Margaretha, nee Seiler (Newport, Ky.)
Godparents: Georg Ludwig Meyer and Marie Anna Andreas (aunt of child)

July 5 Ethel Alvina Eggensberger, b. Aug. 29, 1894
Parents: Adam Eggensberger and Minnie Eggensberger, nee McCarthy (English)
Godparents: Steven Castor and Armina Castor, nee McCarthy (uncle and aunt)

July 5 Floria May Eggensberger, b. Aug. (Page torn)
Parents: Adam Eggensberger and Minnie Eggensberger, nee McCarthy (English)
Godparents: Christian Eggensberger and wife Catharina Eggensberger, nee Laufer (grandparents of child)

Aug. 16 Ruby Sidonia McNealy, b. July 6, 1896
Parents: James McNealy and Sidonia McNealy, nee Bergmann
Godparents: Anna McArthur (nee), nee Ruth

Oct. 10 Georg Johann Koch, b. May 12, 1893
Parents: Joseph Koch and Carrie Koch, nee Walker (English)
Godparents: Johann Krautzdorfer and wife Kunigunda Koerzdofer, nee Wittmann

Parents: Joseph Koch and wife Carrie Koch, nee Walker
Godparents: Wilhelm Fiermann Effie Walker

Mar. 7 Joseph Johann Kaelin, b. Jan. 21, 1897
Parents: Joseph Peter Kaelin and Anna Maria Kaelin, nee Hoffman
Godparents: Joseph Kaelin and Anna Barbara Kaelin, nee Ohler (grandparents of child)

Oct. 10 Joseph Koch, b. Oct. 12, 1894
Parents: Joseph Koch and Carrie, nee Walker (English)
Godparents: Johann Koerzdorfer and wife Kunigunda, nee Wittmann
Mar. 9 Heinrich Eduard Boden, b. Jan. 5, 1897
Parents: Jacob Boden and Louise Pauline Boden, nee Plig
Godparents: Heinrich Zacharias and wife Anna Catharina
Zacharias, nee Schmidt 632 Saratoga St., Newport, Ky.

May 9 Hermann Johann Schultheis, b. Nov. 6, 1896
Parents: Georg Schultheis and Catharina Schultheis, nee
Schweitzer
Godparents: Catharina Schultheis, nee Krutz, grandmother of child

May 30 Franz Weber, b. Mar. 14, 1897
Parents: Adolph Weber and Catharina Weber, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Franz Ziegler and wife Elisabetha Ziegler, nee
Mueller (grandparents of child)

June 13 August Wilhelm Hahn, b. Apr. 9, 1897
Parents: Mike Hahn and Armina Hahn, nee Roseberry
Godparents: August Paschen and wife Maria, nee Huber
Newport, Ky.

June 13 Armina Roseberry, wife of Mike Hahn Sept. 17, 1896; b. Apr. 19, 1879
Parents: Mr. & Mrs. Roseberry, ? County, Ohio
Godparents: August Paschen and wife Maria Paschen, nee Huber.
Newport, Ky.

Oct. 3 Clara Maria Zacharias, b. Mar. 19(?), 1871 (Page torn)
Parents: Christoph Agapim Zacharias and Wilhelmine Catharina,
ne Weissemann
Godparents: Friedrich Leucht and wife Maria Leucht, nee
Weissmann

Oct. 34 Eleonora Louise Schweitzer, b. Sept. 20, 1897
Parents: Johann Christian Schweitzer and Anna Bertha, nee Meyer
Godparents: Georg Meyer and Anna Louise Lisetta Meyer, nee
Steinkamp (grandparents of child)

Oct. 17 Maria Isabella Gibb, b. July 29, 1896
Parents: Walter August Gibb and Julia Gibb, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Ulrich Ziegler and wife Marie Ziegler, nee Bauer
(grandparents of child)

Nov. 7 Johann Joseph Kaelin, b. Oct. 22, 1897
Parents: Johann Heinrich Kaelin and Franziska Kaelin, nee
Wolfsmu
Godparents: Joseph Kaelin and wife Barbara Kaelin, nee
Obler (grandparents of the child)

Dec. 5 Pauline Rebecca Hendren Rees, b. Aug. 22, 1897
Parents: Samuel B. Rees and Letta L. Rees, nee Hendren
Godparents: Pauline Rees, nee Landers and Rebecca Hendren,
nee Christ (grandmothers of the child) (english)

-19 cont.
Dec. 19 Anna Louise Meyer, b. Oct. 14, 1897
Parents: Georg Ludwig Meyer and Maria Meyer, nee Andreas
Godparents: Geo. Andreas and wife Anna Andreas, nee Zacharias
(grandparents of child)

Jan. 16 Georg Wilhelm Koehler, b. Dec. 5, 1897
Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm Koehler and Anna Magdalena
Koehler, nee Riedinger
Godparents: Georg Schmitz and Caroline Riedinger (aunt of child)

Feb. 6 Eduard Adolph Fiemann, b. Nov. 26, 1897
Parents: Daniel Fiemann and Barbara Fiemann, nee Koch
Godparents: Adolph Fiemann and wife Lillie Fiemann, nee Weisen
(uncle and aunt of child)

Mar. 13 Wilhelm Friedrich Deinlein, b. Jan. 14, 1898
Parents: Jacob Deinlein and Caroline Deinlein, nee Schmidt
Godparents: Wilhelm Friedrich Stevens and Elisabeth Maria Ruxel

May 1 Estella Catharina Braun, b. Mar. 16, 1898
Parents: Franz Braun and Margaretha Braun, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Catharina Braun, nee Wasser (grandmother of child)

May 29 Lillie Franziska Stichling, b. May 12, 1898
Parents: Heinrich Stichling and Barbara Stichling, nee Kaelin
Godparents: Franziska Kesselring, nee Kaelin and Jacob
Kesselring (uncle and aunt of child)

June 9 Wilhelm Johann Kenneweg, b. Apr. 18, 1898
Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm Kenneweg and Elisabeth Kenneweg,
nee Muernberger
Godparents: Johann Muernberger and Johanna Maria Muernberger,
nee Leucht (grandparents of the child)

July 4 Carl Walter Hug, b. June 17, 1894
Parents: Johann Hug and Elisabeth Hug, nee Bleemer
Godparents: Johann Stegmann and Maria Stegmann, nee Jung.

Parents: Martin Dehnert and Franziska Dehnert, nee Bleemer
Godparents: Georg Dehnert and Katharina Bleemer
(uncle and aunt of child)

Sept. 14 Louise Catharina Kaelin, b. Aug. 22, 1898
Parents: Joseph Peter Kaelin and Anna Maria Kaelin, nee Hoffmann
Godparents: Louis Hoffmann and Maria Catharina Hoffmann, nee
Riedinger

-26- cont.
Sept. 25 Clarence Johann Weber, b. Aug. 5, 1895
Parents: Gustav Emil Adolph Weber and Catharina Weber, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Johann Weber and Auguste Weber, nee Luh (grandparents of child)

Oct. 9 Elsa Isabella Schultheis, b. July 13, 1898
Parents: Georg Schultheis and Catharina Schultheis, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Isabella Caroline Schweitzer (aunt of child)

Oct. 23 Emma Charlotte Schweitzer, b. Aug. 29, 1896
Parents: Georg Gottlob Martin Schweitzer and Barbara Schweitzer, nee Pfeiffer
Godparents: Gottlob Schweitzer and Anna Schweitzer, nee Sacha (grandparents of child)

Dec. 4 Georg Ludwig Schweitzer, b. Oct. 27, 1898
Parents: Johann Christian Schweitzer and Anna Bertha Schweitzer, nee Meyer
Godparents: Johann Georg Schweitzer and wife Wilhelmine Dorothea Schweitzer, nee Hump (grandparents of child)

Dec. 18 Wilhelm Friedrich Heinelein, b. July 3, 1896
Parents: Friedrich Johann Heinelein and Martha Isabella Heinelein, nee Schnerr
Godparents: Wilhelm Minifie and wife Catharina Minifie, nee Schorr (uncle and aunt of child)

Dec. 18 Clifford Georg Heinelein, b. Sept. 17, 1899
Parents: Friedrich Johann Heinelein and Martha Isabella, nee Schorr
Godparents: Georg Schnerr and Laura Discher

1899

Feb. 18 Adam Curtis Schnerr, b. Nov. 29, 1898
Parents: Johann Schnerr and Julia Schnerr, nee Hand Grants Lick, Campbell Co., Ky.
Godparents: Adam Schnerr and wife, Orla Schnerr, nee Hineklay (from Texas)

Feb. 19 Erwin Georg Meyer, b. Dec. 16, 1898
Parents: Georg Ludwig Meyer and Maria Meyer, nee Andreas Godparents: Georg Meyer and wife Louise Lisette Meyer, nee Steinkamp (grandparents of child)

May 13 Milda Clara Maria Jacob, b. _?
Parents: Peter Jacob and Gertrude Jacob, nee (?Covington, Kentucky)
Godparents: Nicholas ?Reinert ?(Remainder —) (Co., Ky.)

-21- cont.
May 28 Elmer Christian Eggensberger, b. Jan. 25, 1897
Parents: Adam Eggensberger and Minnie, see McCarthy
Godparents: Mary Eggensberger and John Eggensberger (uncle and aunt of child)

May 28 Raymond John Eggensberger, b. Sept. 6, 1897
Parents: Adam Eggensberger and Minnie Eggensberger, see McCarthy
Godparents: Martin Eggensberger and Julia Wagner

June 10 Ella Christine Ehrhardt, b. Oct. 8, 1899
Parents: Andreas Ehrhardt and Maria Ehrhardt, see Hartig
Godparents: Louise Schweitzer and Johann Schweitzer

Aug. 22 Dorothea Beulah Weber, b. Apr. 20, 1899
Parents: Otto Weber and Caroline Louisa Weber, see Kahle
421 Hawthorne Ave., Price Hill, Cincinnati, O.
Godparents: Dorothea Kahle (aunt of child) and Beulah Coppin of Newport, Ky.

Sept. 14 Anna Margaretha Knauer, b. July 30, 1900
Parents: Carl Knauer and Magdalena Knauer, see Nuernberger
Alexandria Township, Campbell Co., Ky.
Godparents: Georg Leucht and Anna Margaretha Leucht, see Schmidt, of Kenton Co., Ky.

1900

Mar. 4 Elmer Wilhelm Georg Schweitzer, b. Jan. 17, 1900
Parents: Christian Johann Schweitzer and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, see Kars
Godparents: Barbara Schweitzer and Wilhelm Mueller

Mar. 11 Carl Johann Kehler, b. Feb. 25, 1900
Parents: Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Kehler and Anna Magdalena Kehler, see Riedinger
Godparents: Johann Riedinger and wife Elizabeth Ehrhardt, see Arnold

Mar. 25 Dorothea Maria Zacharias, b. Feb. 28, 1900
Parents: Christoph Adolph Zacharias and Wilhelmine Catharina Zacharias, see Wesemann
Godparent: Maria Laura Dorothea Kempegew, see Musa

Apr. 15 Jacob Earl Bedem, b. Dec. 30, 1899
Parents: Jacob Johann Bedem and Ada Bedem, see Derrick
Godparents: Johann Bedem and Leutie Pauline Bedem, see Plaig (grandparents of child)

Apr. 29 Ludwig Heinrich Schweitzer, b. Feb. 28, 1900
Parents: Johann Christian Schweitzer and Anna Bertha Schweitzer, see Meyers
Godparents: Heinrich Ludwig Steinkamp and wife Catharina Eldebein(? Steinkamp, see Affmuesser Cincinnati, O.
May 6  Edwin Georg Weber, born March 5, 1900
Parents: Adolph Gustav Weber and Catharina Weber, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Georg Schneider and wife Anna Schneider, nee Ziegler

June 17  Luella Maria Ziegler, born Feb. 22, 1900
Parents: Johann Heinrich Ziegler and Helene Ziegler, nee Nassoffmann
Godparents: Ulrich Ziegler and wife Maria Brigitte Ziegler, nee Bauer (grandparents of child)

July 6  Lorine Alvina Anna Meyer, born March 20, 1900
Parents: George Ludwig Meyer and Maria Anna Meyer, nee Andreassen
Godparents: Mrs. Anna Schmidt, nee Haasmann and Mr. Johann Schmidt (aunt and uncle of child)

July 6  Franziska Elisabeth Dehnert, born May 30, 1900
Parents: Martin Dehnert and Franziska Dehnert, nee Blaesser
Godparents: Georg Heinrich Weber and wife Elisabeth Weber, nee Dehnert (aunt and uncle of child)

Aug. 12  Louisa Bodem, born June 13, 1900
Parents: Johannes Boden and Nelly Boden, nee Gallery
Godparents: Jacob Boden and wife Louise Caroline Boden, nee Fleig (grandparents of child)

Sept. 9  Jacob Johann Christian Deinlein, born July 26, 1900
Parents: Jacob Weinlein and Caroline Deinlein, nee Schmidt
Godparents: Christian Johann Kenneweg and wife Caroline Kenneweg, nee Deinlein

Sept. 30  Walter Martin Schweitzer, born August 27, 1900
Parents: Johann Martin and Maria Catharina Schweitzer, nee Piersmann
Godparents: Martin Schweitzer and wife Elisabeth Isabella, nee Weber (grandparents of child)

Dec. 9  Ida Nancy Stichling, born Nov. 19, 1900
Parents: Heinrich Stichling and Barbara Stichling, nee Kaelin
Godparents: Nancy Zacharias, nee Rust and Louise Zacharias
Reem XV 13

1901

Feb. 23  Georg Adam Fleig, born Jan. 14, 1901
Parents: Carl Adam Fleig and Rosina Fleig, nee Bedem
Godparents: Georg Pfeilack

Apr. 28  Frieda Anna Wasser, born Jan. 28, 1901
Parents: Georg Wasser and Susanna Wasser, nee Diachen
Godparents: Anna and Adam Wasser (aunt and uncle of child)

-23-  can't.
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1901 cont.

May 10  Ida Louise Kenneswig, born Mar. 10, 1901
Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm and Elisabeth Kenneswig, nee Huenrberner
Godparents: Ida Kenneswig Johann Albert Betz

June 2  Franz Joseph Braun, born May 10, 1901
Parents: Franz Braun and Margaretha Braun, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Joseph Walfzern and wife Caroline Walfzern, nee Schweitzer (U. and A. of child)

June 11  Alvin Herman Weber, 421 Eastborne Ave., born January 12, 1901
Parents: Herman Weber and Wilhelmine Louise Weber, nee Kahle Price Mill Cincinnati, Ohio
Godparents: Dorotha Kahle and Herman Weber (aunt and father of child)

June 30  Louis Christian Wasser, born May 5, 1901
Parents: Carl Wasser, Jun. and Caroline Louise, nee Meyer
Godparents: Louis Opene and wife Maria Opene, nee Meyer (uncle and aunt of child)

July 7  Carl Andreas Schultheis, born May 30, 1901
Parents: Andreas Schultheis and Wilhelmine, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Catherina Schultheis (Fratz) and Wilhelmine Dorotha Schweitzer, nee Mund (grandmothers of child)

July 13  Laura Barbara Kenneswig, born Apr. 28, 1901
Parents: Christian Johann Kenneswig and Caroline, nee Deinlein
Godparents: Laura Barbara Kenneswig (aunt of child) and John ___ (page torn)

Sept. 1  Arthur Georg Schweitzer, born Aug. 9, 1901
Parents: Georg Gottlieb Martin Schweitzer and Pauline Schielmann
Godparents: Charlotte Pleiman, nee Berne (grandmother of child)

Oct. 6  Elsa Dorothea Louise Schweitzer, born Sept. 7, 1901
Parents: Christian Johann and Clara Margarethe Schweitzer, nee Car
Godparents: Wilhelmine Dorothea Schweitzer, nee Mund, and Louise Elisabeth Car, nee Herbret,(grandmothers of child)

Dec. 1  Charles William Rankforth Bedem, born Sept. 9, 1901
Parents: Jacob Bedem and Addie Bedem, nee Derrick
Godparents: Charles Bedem and Cyrrie Margaret Herbst (exg.)

1902

Page 30

Jan. 1  Arthur Duckworth, b. Sept. 21, 1901
Parents: Lee and Margaretha Duckworth, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schweitzer, nee Schmidt (grandparents of child)

-24-

cont.
1902 cont.

Jan. 1 Frieda Isabella Hauser, b. Oct. 23, 1901
Parents: Jacob and Louise Charlotte Hauser, née Kochler
Godparents: Martin and Elisabeth Isabella Schweitzer, née Wilch

Jan. 5 Anna Friedrike Kaelin, b. Dec. 9, 1901
Parents: Joseph Peter and Anna Maria Kaelin, née Hoffmann
Godparents: Friedrich and Jacob and Franziska Herrin, née Kaelin

Apr. 6 Bertha Klemens Meyer, b. Feb. 14, 1902
Parents: Ludwig George and Anna Maria Meyer, née Andreas
Godparents: Anna Bertha Schweitzer, née Meyer and Gustav Johann Christian Schweitzer (aunt and uncle of child)

May 4 Emmert Weber, b. Jan. 16, 1902
Parents: Adolph Emil Weber and Caroline Weber, née Ziegler
Godparents: Elisabeth Ziegler, née Mueller (grandmother of child)
Parents of John's Hill, Campbell Co., Ky.

Aug. 3 Deretha Elizabeth Nacht, b. May 15, 1902
Parents: Johann and Margaretha Elizabeth Nacht, née Schweitzer
Godparents: Johann Nacht and wife Elisabeth Nacht, née Schultheis (grandparents of child)

Aug. 17 Joha Bedem, b. Oct. 24, 1901
Parents: Johann Bedem and Kellie Bedem, née Callery
Godparents: Georg Bedem and Margaretha Bedem (uncle and aunt of child)

Parents: Johann Martin and Maria Catharina Schweitzer, née Piersmann
Godparents: Franz Johann and Kunigunde Stelle, née Piersmann (aunt and uncle of child)

Nov. 16 Wilhelm Adolph Zacharias, b. Sept. 16, 1902
Parents: Christoph Adolph and Wilhelmine Catharina Zacharias, née Weesemann
Godparents: Georg Ludwig Meyer and wife Maria Anna Meyer, née Andreas

1903

Apr. 19 Marcella Emilie Anna Ziegler, b. Feb. 16, 1903
Parents: Martin Albert and Emilie Ziegler, née Wasser
Godparents: Georg and Anna Wasser (uncle and aunt of child)

Apr. 20 Lillie C. Piersmann, b. Apr. 19, 1903
Parents: Adolph and Lillie C. Piersmann, née Wasser
Godparents: Sarah E. Mason, née Barckard and Charlotte Margaretha Piersmann, née Dorne (grandmothers of child)
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cont.
May 24, Wavel Elizabeth Schultheis, b. Nov. 12, 1902
  Parents: Andreas Johann and Wilhelmine Anna Schultheis, née Schweitzer
  Godparents: Elisabeth Maecht

July 19 Robert Christian Schweitzer, b. June 9, 1903
  Parents: Johann Christian and Anna Bertha Schweitzer, née Meyer
  Godparents: Christian Johann and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, née Klose

  Parents: Adolph Gustav and Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
  Godparents: Friedrich and wife Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
              (uncle and aunt of child)

  Parents: Friedrich and Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
  Godparents: Adolph Gustav and wife Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
              (uncle and aunt of child)

  Parents: Friedrich and Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
  Godparents: Adolph Gustav and wife Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
              (uncle and aunt of child)

  Parents: Friedrich and wife Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
  Godparents: Adolph Gustav and wife Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
              (uncle and aunt of child)

  Parents: Friedrich and wife Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
  Godparents: Adolph Gustav and wife Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
              (uncle and aunt of child)

  Parents: Friedrich and wife Olivia Belle Weber, née Gander
  Godparents: Adolph Gustav and wife Catharina Weber, née Ziegler
              (uncle and aunt of child)

Sept. 6 Jeanette Koch, b. Nov. 22, 1901
  Parents: Johann and wife Wilhelmine Koch, née Keim
  Godparents: Jacob and Theresa Andrese, née Brown

Sept. 6 Barbara Koch, b. Mar. 7, 1903
  Parents: Johann and wife Wilhelmine Koch, née Keim
  Godparents: Johann and Caroline Schielcin, née Koch

Sept. 27 August Oscar Meyer, b. Aug. 3, 1903
  Parents: Georg Ludwig and Maria Anna Meyer, née Andreas
  Godparents: August Steinkamp and wife Emma Steinkamp, née Barth, of Cincinnati, O.
Dec. 6  Kildres Helena Hersch, b. Aug. 15, 1905
Parents: Joseph Carl Hersch and Amalia Hersch, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Johann Heinrich Ziegler and wife Helena, nee Marshmann (uncle and aunt of child)

Dec. 27  Peter Laurens Kaelin, b. Dec. 7, 1903
Parents: Joseph Peter Kaelin and Anna Maria Kaelin, nee Heffmann
Godparents: Peter Lottes and wife Catherine Lottes, nee Kaelin (uncle and aunt of child)

1904

Jan. 10  Viola Pearl Hildebrand, b. Aug. 30, 1903, Cold Spring
Parents: Walter J. (?) and Leutia Margaretha Hildebrand, nee Schweitzer, Cold Spring
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schweitzer, nee Ehrhart and Marg. Ann Hildebrand, nee Rose

Jan. 10  Estella Clara Isabella Schweitzer, b. Nov. 12, 1903
Parents: Christian (Johann) and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, nee Cara
Godparents: Friedrich Adam and sister Isabella Carline Schweitzer (uncle and aunt of child)

Parents: Louis Zacharias and Nancy Zacharias, nee Rust
Godparent: Belle Wish (page torn), nee Rust (aunt of child)

Parents: Franz Johann and Kunigunde Stolle, nee Pierrmann
Newport, Campbell Co., Ky.
Godparents: Johann Benjamin and Anna Stolle, nee Ziegler, (grandparents of child)

Aug. 28  Wilbert Lewis Mueller, b. Apr. 17, 1904
Parents: Wilhelm and Barbara Pauline Mueller, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Johann and Josephine Mueller, nee Hiekerhauser (?) (grandparents of child)

Aug. 28  Hilda Catharina Duckworth, b. May 27, 1904
Parents: Lee and Margaretha Magdalena Duckworth, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Thomas Duckworth and Catharina Schweitzer (uncle and aunt of child)

Oct. 9  Lorna Barbara Schweitzer, b. Sept. 20, 1904
Parents: Georg Gottlob and Barbara Schweitzer, nee Pierrmann
Godparents: Carl Heinrich Schweitzer and A. Pierrmann (uncle and niece/next-of-kin of child)

-27-  cont.
Pearl Isabella Schultheis, b. Sept. 9, 1904
Parents: Johann Andreas and Wilhelmine Anna Schultheis, née Schweitzer
Godparents: Isabella Caroline Schweitzer (aunt of child)

Flora Wilhelmine Maria Keyer, b. Sept. 22, 1904
Parents: Georg Ludwig and Maria Anna Keyer, née Andreas
Godparents: Christoph Adolph and wife Catharina Wilhelmina Zacharias, née Weismann

Albert Wilhelm Piermann, Newport, Ky., b. Dec. 22, 1904
Parents: Wilhelm and Rosina Salomea Piermann, née Stolle
Newport, Ky.
Godparents: Jacob and Barbara Piermann, née Neerthafer
(grandparents of child)

Albert Johann Ziegler, b. Jan. 5, 1905
Parents: Albert Martin and Emilie Ziegler, née Wasser
Godparents: Johann and Elizabeth Schneider, née Gardner
Hawthorne

Raymond Edward Schweitzer, b. Jan. 19, 1905
Parents: Johann Philipp and Margaretha Schweitzer, née Leister
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schweitzer, née Ehrhardt
(grandparents of child)

Helena Katharina Ziegler, b. Jan. 12, 1905
Parents: Johann Heinrich and Helene Ziegler, née Morahmann
Godparents: Johann Ernst and Catharina Marschmann, née Braun
(grandparents of child)

Nora Charlotte Piermann, b. Apr. 8, 1905
Parents: Adolph and Lillie C. Piermann, née Hasen
Godparents: Reinhardt and Lillie Piermann (cousin and cousin of child)

Herbert Friedrich Schweitzer, b. May 9, 1905
Parents: Johann Christian and Bertha Anna Schweitzer, née Meyer
Godparents: Friedrich Adam and Isabella Caroline Schweitzer
(uncle and aunt of child)

Eduard Albert Stratmann (1019 John St., Newport, Ky.) b. June 11, 1905
 Parents: Albert Johann and Christina Stratmann, née Stolle
(1019 John St., Newport, Ky.)
Godparents: Johann Friedrich Wilhelm and Caroline Stratmann
(grandparents of child - Newport, Ky.)
Parents: Anton Walter and Mathilde Maria Foellger, nee Harschmann
Godparents: Johann Ernst and Catharina Harschmann, nee Braun
(grandparents of child)

Jan. 21 Laura Barbara Zacharias, b. Oct. 6, 1905
Parents: Christoph Adolph and Wilhelmine Catharina Zacharias,
nee Beermann
Godparents: Daniel and Barbara Piermann, nee Koch

Jan. 21 Viola Caroline Schweitzer, b. Nov. 4, 1905
Parents: Christian Johann (jun.) and Clara Schweitzer, nee Corts
Godparents: Christian and Caroline Schweitzer, (sen.) nee
Ehrhardt (g greatuncle and greataunt of child)

April 22 Lorina Weber, b. Dec. 7, 1905
Parents: Adolph Gustav and Catharina Weber, nee Ziegler
Godparents: Daniel Ziegler and wife Louise Ziegler, nee Clos

June 1 Maria Schweitzer, b. May 25, 1906
Parents: Johann Philipp and Margaretha Schweitzer, nee Leitner
Godparents: Johann Schweitzer (aunt of child)

June 10 Robert Johann Schultheis, b. Feb. 27, 1906
Parents: Andreas Johann and Wilhelmine Anna Schultheis, nee
Schweitzer
Godparents: Johann and Barbara Schultheis, nee Kuschler
(uncle and aunt of child)

July 15 Ethel Anna Hiltsauer, b. May 24, 1906
Parents: Walter Johann and Louise Margaretha Hildebrand, nee
Schweitzer
Godparents: Anna Schweitzer (aunt of child)

July 22 Carl Reinhardt Piermann, b. June 16, 1906
Parents: Wilhelm and Reina Salamia Piermann, nee Stultz, of
Newport
Godparents: Libert Stultz and wife Margaretha Salamia Stultz,
nee Kiefer (grandparents of child)

Aug. 3 Isabella Weber, b. Feb. 6, 1906
Parents: Friedrich and Olive Belle Weber, nee Gander
Godparents: Friedrich and Olive Belle Weber, nee Gander
(parents, of child)

Sept. 9 Martha Charlotte Pursche, b. July 27, 1906
Parents: Paul and Barbara Charlotte Pursche, nee Piermann
Godparents: Jacob Piermann and wife Barbara Piermann, nee
Haersseifer
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Mrs. Catherine Maria Kennett, née Leininger, b. Dec. 4, 1885
Parents: Franz and Maria Leininger, née Stephan
Godparents: Mrs. Catherine Wilhelmine Zacharias, née Wesemann and sister-in-law Christine Kennett

Hilda Louise Schweitzer, b. Nov. 15, 1906
Parents: Georg Gettell and Barbara Schwietzer, née Piermann
Godparents: Franz Johann and wife Kunigunde Stelle, née Piermann (grandparents of child)

Leonhardt Franz Kaelin, b. Dec. 10, 1906
Parents: Joseph Peter and Anna Maria Kaelin, née Hoffmann
Godparents: Leonhardt and Maria Hoffmann, née Schneider (grandparents of child)

Wilbert Johann Stratmann, b. Nov. 14, 1906
Parents: Albert Johann and Christine Stratmann, née Stelle
Godparents: Johann Bernhard and wife Anna Maria Stelle, née Ziegler (grandparents of child)

Olinde Maria Schweitzer, b. Feb. 5, 1907
Parents: Johann Christian and Anna Bertha (Elisabeth) Schweitzer, née Meyer
Godparents: Georg Ludwig and wife Anna Maria Meyer, née Andreas (uncle and aunt of child)

Arthur Christian Meyer, b. May 22, 1907
Parents: Georg Ludwig and Anna Maria Meyer, née Andreas
Godparents: Christian Johann and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, née Curs

Helena Dorothea Schweitzer, b. July 10, 1907
Parents: Johann Philipp and Margaretha Schweitzer, née Leistner
Godparents: Georg and Dorothea Leistner, née Stichling (grandparents of child)

Erwin August Ziegler, b. July 30, 1907
Parents: Martin Albert and Emilie Ziegler, née Wasser
Godparents: August Franklin Wasser and Florence Elizabeth Ziegler (cousin and aunt of child)

Clifford Jacob George Weber, b. July 4, 1907
Parents: Friedrich and Olive Belle Weber, née Gander
Godparents: Jacob and Louise Hauser, née Kochler
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Oct. 20 Evelyn Levine Mueller, b. Sept. 9, 1907
  Parents: Johann Georg and Catharina Mueller, nee Schweitzer
  Godparents: Wilhelm and wife Barbara Pauline Mueller, nee Schweitzer (uncle and aunt of child)

1908

Feb. 9 Maria Magdalena Kennesweg, b. Nov. 7, 1907
  Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm and Elisabeth Kennesweg, nee Muenberger
  Godparents: Catharina Magdalena Scheiner, nee Muenberger and Magdalena, widow Knauer, nee Muenberger
  (aunts of child)

Mar. 29 Hermann Wagner, b. Jan. 20, 1908
  Parents: Franz and Catharina Anna Wagner, nee Schlueter
  Godparents: Hermann Wagner (uncle of child)

May 31 Wayne Louis Schwartz, b. May 7, 1908
  Parents: Charles H. and Anna Schwartz, nee Seibert
  Godparents: Martin Barbier Wayne Seibert

June 14 Hessa Amalies Schultheiss, b. Mar. 24, 1908
  Parents: Andreas Johann and Anna Wilhelmine Schultheiss, nee Schweitzer
  Godparents: Georg Scherrer Wife Amalies, nee Schultheiss (uncle and aunt of child)

1909

Jan. 10 Clara Emilie Weber, b. Oct. 23, 1908
  Parents: Adolph Gustav and Catharina Weber, nee Ziegler (John's Hall)
  Godparents: Clara Emilie and Eduard Ziegler (aunt and uncle of child)

Mar. 7 Emil Albert Schweitzer, b. Jan. 30, 1909
  Parents: Georg and Regina Schweitzer, (John's Hall)
  Godparents: Albert Martin and Emilie Ziegler (uncle and aunt of child)

Mar. 21 Loretta Elizabeth Schweitzer, b. Jan. 23, 1909
  Parents: Johann Philipp and Margaretha Schweitzer, nee Leistner
  Godparents: Jacob and wife Elisabeth Schweitzer, nee Walthers (uncle and aunt of child)

Apr. 25 Irene Anna Schweitzer, b. Mar. 3, 1909
  Parents: Christian Johann and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, nee Kars
  Godparents: Heinrich Gattleb and Anna Schweitzer (uncle and aunt of child)
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Aug. 1  Alma Harriet Lang, b. June 27, 1909
Parents: Carl Friedrich and Catharina Lang, nee Leistner
Godparents: Herman Lang and Alma Clara Louise Krager (uncle of child)

Aug. 29 Andreas Williert Schultheis, b. Mar. 30, 1909
Parents: Andreas Johann and Wilhelmine Anna Schultheis, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Maria Emehal, nee Kratz (great-aunt of child)

Sept. 5 Seven (?) (Trent?) Walter, b. Aug. 28,
Parents: Walter (Seven Trent) and Louise Margaretha
Godparents: Caroline Schmitz, nee Eichardt

(page of record torn)

Oct. 17 Lorettta Anna Pursche, b. Sept. 14, 1909
Parents: Georg Paul and Barbara Charlotte Pursche, nee Piersmann
Godparents: Heinrich and Anna Piersmann (great-cousin and aunt of child)

Oct. 31 Howard Friedrich Schweitzer, b. Sept. 28, 1909
Parents: Johann Christian and Anna Bertha Schweitzer, nee Meyer
Godparents: Friedrich and Dorothee Schmitz, nee Steinkamp
(great-uncle and great-aunt of child)

Dec. 12 Anna Maria Wagner, b. Oct. 11, 1909
Parents: Franz and Catharina Anna Wagner, nee Schlueter
Godparents: Maria Brigitta Ziegler, nee Braun

1910
May 1 Mildred Anna Mueller, b. March 12, 1910
Parents: Johann Georg and Catharina Mueller, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Anna Schweitzer and Rudolph Mueller (aunt and uncle of child)

May 1 Carl Joseph Deinlein, b. Mar. 27, 1910
Parents: Jacob and Caroline Deinlein, nee Schmidt
Godparent: Carl Schmidt (uncle of child)

June 26 Albert Joseph Kenneweg, b. May 23, 1910
Parents: Friedrich Wilhelm and Elisabeth Kenneweg, nee Huenerberger
Godparents: Joseph and Catharina Magdalena Scheiner, nee Huenerberger (uncle and aunt of child)

Aug. 21 May-Belle Clara Schultheis, b. June 7, 1910
Parents: Andreas Johann and Wilhelmine Anna Schultheis, nee Schweitzer
Godparents: Christian Johann and Clara Margaretha Schweitzer, nee Cars
(uncle and aunt of child)
Oct. 9  Jeanette Pauline Schweitzer, b. Aug. 20, 1910  
Parents: Johann Philipp and Margaretha Schweitzer, née Leistner 
Godparents: Wilhelm and Barbara Pauline Mueller, née  
Schweitzer, (uncle and aunt of child)  

Feb. 12  Norma Isabella Wilhelmine Schweitzer, b. Dec. 30, 1910  
Parents: Johann Christian and Bertha Anna Schweitzer, née Mayer  
Godparents: Wilhelmine Dorothea Schweitzer, née Hund, and  
Isabella Elisabeth Schweitzer, née Wilch  
(grandmother and great-aunt of child)  

Apr. 2  Pearl Maria Schweitzer, b. Jan. 29, 1911  
Parents: Carl Heinrich and Maria Schweitzer, née Bastian  
Godparents: Philipp and Elisabeth Bastian, née Kuehn  
(grandparents of child)  
Parents of child from Cold Spring, Ky.  

Apr. 16  Adam Jacob Braun, b. Dec. 27, 1910  
Parents: Georg Martin and Anna Braun, née Hauser  
Godparent: Adam Braun (grandfather of child)  

Apr. 16  Margaretha Victoria Emsen, b. Oct. 7, 1910  
Parents: Eduard and Lillian Maria Emsen, née Braun  
Newport, Ky.  
Godparents: Margaretha Braun, née Schneider (grandmother of  
child)  
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End of Baptisms